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Objective: This longitudinal study investigated the interrelationship between children’s weight status and
level of gross motor coordination over time, taking baseline physical activity (PA) into account as a possible mediator.
Methods: Baseline measurements were collected in 2517 children (5-13 years, 52.8% boys), including (1)
body height and weight to calculate body mass index (BMI) z-scores, (2) gross motor coordination using
€ rperkoordinationstest fu
€r Kinder (KTK), (3) total PA estimated by a questionnaire. At follow-up, 754
the Ko
participants (7-13 years, 50.8% boys) underwent anthropometric and KTK assessments again. Two
hypothesized partial mediation models (i.e., KTK $ PA $ BMI z-score) were examined by multiple linear
mixed models.
Results: A lower performance on the KTK at baseline significantly predicted an increase in BMI z-score
(B 5 20.003, P 5 0.027). Conversely, a higher baseline BMI z-score also predicted a decrease in KTK performance (B 5 21.792, P < 0.001). Since total PA at baseline was not significantly related to initial KTK
performance (B 5 1.628, P 5 0.134) nor BMI z-score (B 5 25.312, P 5 0.130), its mediating effect was not
further explored.
Conclusions: Our results strongly suggest that children’s weight status negatively influences future level
of gross motor coordination, and vice versa. Prevention and intervention initiatives should consider this
reciprocal causal relationship across developmental time.
Obesity (2014) 22, 1505–1511. doi:10.1002/oby.20723

Introduction
In the past few decades, a number of worrying findings occurred concerning the pediatric population across the world. Although some geographical variation is shown, the overall prevalence of childhood
overweight and obesity is considerably high (1,2). Despite the well
known and important health benefits of physical activity (PA) for
youth, many of today’s children do not meet established PA guidelines and spend a considerable amount of their time on sedentary pursuits (3-5). In addition, there are also indications for a secular decline
in children’s motor skill performance and coordination as early as
preschool age (6,7). To date, however, it is still unclear to what extent
these global changes are interconnected and/or mutually reinforcing.
Only in the past decade, there has been an increasing interest in the
relationship of motor competence and weight status from (early) childhood to adolescence. Evidence from multiple cross-sectional studies

clearly indicates an inverse association between both factors (8,9).
Regardless of motor assessment tool and body mass index (BMI)
based classification method being used, lower fundamental motor skill
mastery (i.e., qualitative measures related to movement execution) as
well as poorer performances on gross motor skill and coordination
tests (i.e., quantitative measures related to motor outcome) have been
consistently reported in overweight and obese children as compared to
healthy-weight peers and/or age-related standards (10-16). Such
weight status related impairment in motor development starts to manifest itself in the preschool population (17-20). In addition, it has been
suggested that—if no action is taken—a widening gap in gross motor
performance occurs over time with a more pronounced detrimental
effect of excess body weight and fatness with increasing age (12).
Cross-sectional studies using BMI (z-score) as a continuous rather
than a categorical variable also demonstrated negative correlations
with gross motor skill and coordination in typically developing
(young) children (11,16,17,21,22).
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Many authors have already stressed the crucial need for longitudinal
research on the topic to understand the causal nature of this adverse
relationship (13,14,16,18,23). Given that both childhood overweight
and obesity as well as lower motor skill levels have been linked with
less active lifestyles (24-27), PA might act as an important mediator
(8,28,29). As noted by Wrotniak et al. (30), children with poorer motor
skills are less likely to be physically active and probably drawn to
more sedentary pursuits, which subsequently may lead to the development of overweight and obesity. Conversely, excess body weight and
fatness could also make movement more difficult hindering the development of adequate motor skill levels as children become more inactive. Therefore, lower motor competence can be considered both a precursor and/or a consequence of being overweight or obese with
reduced PA levels as the possible influencing mechanism (28,29,31).
Hence, the purpose of this 2-year longitudinal study was to clarify the
potentially reciprocal causal relationship between weight status and
level of gross motor coordination in a representative sample of primary school children, taking into account related changes over time as
well as the possible mediating role of baseline PA.

Methods
Study design and participants
This longitudinal study represents a secondary analysis of data from
a large-scale project (i.e., the Flemish Sports Compass) in which
anthropometric characteristics and gross motor coordination levels
of primary school children were evaluated at two points in time
(i.e., baseline and follow-up), separated by an interval of 2 years.
Baseline data were collected in the autumn of 2007, covering a total
sample of 2517 pupils (aged 5 to 13 years, with 52.8% boys) from
28 randomly selected primary schools for general education across
Flanders and the Brussels-Capital region (Belgium) with geographic
area (i.e., rural/city) and school type (i.e., Catholic/public) evenly
distributed. From a time-economic point of view, it was not possible
to retest all pupils so that only about half of the schools (N 513)
was invited for the longitudinal monitoring using the same selection
criteria to ensure a representative sample. Accordingly, at follow-up
in the autumn of 2009, 754 (i.e., 30.0%) of the original participants
(aged 7-13 years, with 50.8% boys) underwent anthropometric and
gross motor coordination assessments again at their respective
schools. Written informed consent was obtained from the parent(s)
or guardian of every child included in the study, which was also
approved by the Ghent University Hospital Ethical Committee.

Measurements
Assessments of anthropometry and children’s level of gross motor
coordination took place in the gymnasium of the school at the
moment of physical education classes and were conducted by a
group of qualified examiners using standardized instructions. During
the test administration, participants wore light sportswear and were
barefoot. At baseline, all children were also asked to complete a
self-administered questionnaire at home together with their parent(s)
or guardian to obtain socio-demographic information and to determine PA levels in diverse domains. The filled out questionnaires
were collected back in school.

Anthropometry. Body height (0.1 cm) was measured using a
portable stadiometer (Harpenden, Holtain, Crymych, UK) and body
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weight (0.1 kg) was determined by means of a digital scale (Tanita,
BC-420 SMA, Tokyo, Japan). From these measurements, participants’ BMI was calculated as body weight divided by squared
height (kg/m2). Additionally, BMI z-scores were computed based
upon the Flemish growth curves (32) to serve as a proxy measure of
adiposity adjusted for age and gender, expressing the number of
standard deviation units an individual child’s BMI is deviated from
the reference population mean. The use of BMI z-scores does not
only allow to determine one’s relative position with respect to peers
at a single occasion, but has the additional advantage to point out
positive or negative changes in adiposity within subjects over time.

Gross motor coordination.

The level of gross motor coordination was evaluated by means of the K€orperkoordinationstest f€ur
Kinder (KTK), which is a standardized German test battery consisting of four test items: (1) walking backward along balance beams of
decreasing width: 6.0, 4.5, and 3.0 cm (KTKBEAM), (2) moving sideways on wooden boards during 20 sec (KTKBOARD), (3) one-legged
hopping over a foam obstacle with increasing height in consecutive
steps of 5 cm (KTKHOP), and (4) two-legged jumping from side to
side during 15 sec (KTKJUMP) (33,34). Using age- and genderspecific reference values, the raw performance score on each item
can be converted into a standardized score. The addition of these
latter scores yields a total motor quotient (MQ) that reflects a child’s
overall level of gross motor coordination, ranging from “talented” to
“motor-impaired” (33,34). Given that all items of this nonsport specific test battery are identical regardless of age within the range of
5-15 years, the KTK is a very useful tool for longitudinal research
and has been shown to be a highly reliable and valid instrument
(7,33-35).

Physical activity questionnaire. Socio-demographic data and
information on children’s PA levels were obtained only at baseline
using a self-administrated questionnaire based on the Flemish physical activity questionnaire (FPAQ) (36). The pen-and-paper version
of this questionnaire has been shown to be a reliable and reasonably
valid instrument to assess different dimensions of usual PA and sedentary behavior in children, especially when completed with parental
assistance (37). The FPAQ consists of items regarding active transportation (i.e., average time spent on cycling, walking, and/or skating to and from school and during leisure time; expressed in minutes
per week), PA at school (i.e., average time spent in sports or physical activities during playtime, lunch and after school hours as well
as during physical education lessons; expressed in minutes per
week), and PA in leisure time (i.e., average time spent in both
organized and nonorganized sport during leisure time; expressed in
minutes per week). Combining the aforementioned PA related items,
the amount of total PA (min/week) at baseline could be determined.
Within the total sample of 2517 pupils, this particular variable could
only be calculated for 795 children (i.e., 31.6%), including 242 of
the 754 followed-up participants (i.e., 32.1%), who correctly completed and returned the questionnaire.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 20.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL),
with the significance level set at P < 0.05. Independent samples ttests were used to compare the descriptive statistics of the main variables at baseline between participants who were not followed-up
and/or dropped-out of the study (i.e., subsample 1) and the
followed-up participants (i.e., subsample 2). Within this latter
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random factor to consider clustering of children within schools.
Accordingly, the first series of linear regression analyses examined
(1) the c-coefficient or the relation of baseline KTK MQ with BMI
z-score at follow-up after controlling for age, gender, and BMI zscore determined at baseline, (2) the a-coefficient or the relation of
baseline KTK MQ with baseline total amount of PA, and (3) the bcoefficient or the relation of total PA at baseline with BMI z-score
at follow-up (i.e., Model 1). Likewise, the second series of linear
regression analyses examined (1) the c-coefficient or the relation of
baseline BMI z-score with KTK MQ at follow-up after controlling
for age, gender, and KTK MQ measured at baseline, (2) the acoefficient or the relation of baseline BMI z-score with baseline total
amount of PA, and (3) the b-coefficient or the relation of total PA
at baseline with KTK MQ at follow-up (i.e., Model 2). Finally, the
mediated effect of the total amount of PA at baseline had to be estimated for both models.

Results
Figure 1 The hypothesized partial mediation models 1 and 2 of this study, in which
“a” represents the relation of the predictor variable to the mediator variable, “b” the
relation of the mediator variable to the criterion variable, and “c” the relation of the
predictor variable to the criterion variable.

subsample, between-group differences on baseline variables for
respondents vs. nonrespondents to the PA questionnaire were examined in the same way.
Pearson correlation coefficients were also calculated within the subsample of followed-up participants to study the association between
anthropometric, gross motor coordination and baseline PA measures
and, where applicable, to evaluate the stability over time. Subsequently, multiple linear regression analyses were conducted to investigate the potentially reciprocal causal relationship between children’s
BMI z-scores and KTK MQ, also examining whether total PA at baseline acts as a mediator variable between both factors (see Figure 1).
The hypothesized partial mediation models were tested by means of
the causal steps introduced by Baron and Kenny (38). More specifically, linear mixed models were used with school included as the

Descriptive statistics of the main variables are presented in Table 1
for both subsamples of participants measured at baseline and/or
follow-up. Independent samples t-tests revealed significantly higher
age, (t(2000.636) 5 19.040; P < 0.001) and BMI (t(1806.562) 5 7.824;
P < 0.001) at baseline in the subsample of participants that were not
followed-up or dropped-out (N 5 1763) compared to the subsample
that could be followed longitudinally (N 5 754), with a similar trend
found for baseline BMI z-score (t(1547.430) 5 1.775; P 5 0.076). Baseline KTK MQ (t(1532.152) 5 20.821; P 5 0.412) and body fat percentage (t(1752.435) 5 1.395; P 5 0.163) were found to be comparable
between both groups. Within the subsample of followed-up participants (N 5 754), significant between-group differences were also
found for respondents (N 5 242) vs. nonrespondents (N 5 512) to the
PA questionnaire at baseline. The respondents had a significantly
lower BMI (16.12 6 1.95 vs. 16.48 6 2.28 kg/m2; t(752) 5 2.094;
P 5 0.037), BMI z-score (20.10 6 0.90 vs. 0.06 6 0.90; t(752) 5
2.352; P 5 0.019) and body fat percentage (17.9 6 4.6 vs.
19.2 6 5.2%; t(752) 5 3.366; P 5 0.001) as well as higher KTK MQ
(98.0 6 14.0 vs. 95.3 6 14.7; t(752) 5 22.358; P 5 0.019) at baseline
as compared to the nonrespondents. No significant age difference
between both groups of followed-up children was found (8.3 6 1.1
vs. 8.2 6 1.2 years; t(752) 5 1.539; P 5 0.130).

TABLE 1 Descriptive characteristics of both subsamples of participants measured at baseline and/or follow-up.

Subsample 1 ( not followed-up
and/or dropped-out)

Subsample 2 ( followed-up)

BASELINE
Variables
Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
BMI z-score
KTK MQ
Body fat (%)
Total PA (min/week)

N
1763
1763
1763
1763
1761
553

Mean 6 SD
9.4
17.18
0.08
95.6
19.1
496.2

6
6
6
6
6
6

1.7
2.80
0.98
15.7
6.3
258.3

BASELINE
Range

N

5.8-13.4
11.65-34.13
25.19-3.31
35.0-138.0
7.2-44.1
54.0-1522.0

754
754
754
754
754
242

Mean 6 SD
8.3
16.37
0.01
96.1
18.8
432.0

6
6
6
6
6
6

1.2
2.18
0.90
14.5
5.1
235.1

FOLLOW-UP
Range

N

5.9-11.0
12.63-28.89
22.79-2.78
48.0-138.0
8.1-40.0
54.0-1302.0

754
754
754
754
754
-

Mean 6 SD
10.3
17.45
20.01
101.5
18.8

6
6
6
6
6
-

1.2
2.89
0.99
15.8
6.4

Range
7.9-13.0
12.72-32.54
22.83-2.71
38.0-141.0
6.5-42.4
-

€rperkoordinationstest fu
€r Kinder; MQ, motor quotient; PA, physical activity.
SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; KTK, Ko
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TABLE 2 Pearson correlations between BMI z-score, KTK MQ, and total PA at baseline within the subsample of followed-up
participants.

Variables

N

Anthropometric
BMI z-score at baseline
BMI z-score at follow-up
Gross motor coordination
KTK MQ at baseline
KTK MQ at follow-up
Physical activity
Total PA at baseline

BMI z-score
at baseline

BMI z-score
at follow-up

KTK MQ
at baseline

KTK MQ
at follow-up

754
754

0.865a

754
754

20.249a
20.297a

20.252a*
20.368a

0.797a

-

242

0.094

0.094

0.103

0.074

Total PA
at baseline

-

-

€rperkoordinationstest fu
€r Kinder; MQ, motor quotient; PA, physical activity.
BMI, body mass index; KTK, Ko
a
P  0.001.

Table 2 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients of BMI z-score
and KTK MQ at both test moments as well as total PA at baseline
for the participants who were followed-up. Significant and highly
positive correlations illustrated good stability for both anthropometric and gross motor coordination measures over time. In addition,
significant and moderately negative correlations indicated an inverse
association between both variables at each time point as well as
over the 2-year period of the study. No significant correlations with
total PA at baseline were found.
Results of the first and second series of regressions using linear
mixed model analyses are displayed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
With regard to the first series, the c-coefficient analysis indicated a
significant negative effect of baseline KTK MQ on later BMI zscore, independent of age, gender, and BMI z-score at baseline (i.e.,
Model 1c). However, the a-coefficient analysis revealed that the
total amount of PA at baseline was not related to initial KTK MQ
(i.e., Model 1a), excluding any further steps in establishing mediation. Looking at the reverse causal pathway in the second series, the
c-coefficient analysis also demonstrated a significant negative effect
of baseline BMI z-score on later KTK MQ, independent of age, gen-

der, and KTK MQ at baseline (i.e., Model 2c). Yet again, the total
amount of PA at baseline was not related to initial BMI z-score as
shown by the a-coefficient analysis (i.e., Model 2a), which ruled out
a further test of mediation.

Discussion
The results of this 2-year longitudinal study indicate the presence of a
reciprocal causal relationship between children’s weight status and
their level of gross motor coordination across developmental time. In
particular, a lower KTK performance at baseline translated into an
increase in BMI z-score over time, while a higher baseline BMI zscore in turn predicted a decrease in subsequent KTK performance. In
both proposed models, no mediating effect of self-reported PA at baseline could be demonstrated within limits of this particular study.
A substantial number of children for whom data were collected at
baseline did not or were unable to take part in both anthropometric
and gross motor coordination assessments at follow-up as only half
of the schools were part of the longitudinal monitoring. In addition,

TABLE 3 Results of the first series of regressions using linear mixed model analyses (Model 1, c- and a-coefficient
[see Figure 1]).

Unstandardized Coefficient
Variable

B (SE)

Model 1c (N 5 754), criterion: BMI z-score at follow-up
KTK MQ at baseline
Age
Gender
BMI z-score at baseline
Mode 1a (N 5 242), criterion: Total amount of PA at baseline
KTK MQ at baseline

20.003
0.008
0.058
0.939

(0.001)
(0.016)
(0.036)
(0.021)

1.628 (1.081)

95% CI

t-test
t-value

P-value

0.000
0.039
0.129
0.980

22.210
0.501
1.585
45.411

0.027
0.616
0.133
<0.001

20.503; 3.759

1.505

0.134

20.005;
20.023;
20.138;
0.898;

€rperkoordinationstest fu
€r Kinder; MQ, motor quotient; PA, physical activity.
SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval; BMI, body mass index; KTK, Ko
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TABLE 4 Results of the second series of regressions using linear mixed model analyses (Model 2, c- and a-coefficient [see
Figure 1]).

Unstandardized Coefficient
Variable
Model 2c (N 5 754), criterion: KTK MQ at follow-up
BMI z-score at baseline
Age
Gender
KTK MQ at baseline
Model 2a (N 5 242), criterion: Total amount of PA at baseline
BMI z-score at baseline

B (SE)
21.792
0.385
21.282
0.842

(0.385)
(0.298)
(0.681)
(0.025)

25.312 (16.639)

95% CI
22.547;
20.199;
22.619;
0.792;

21.036
0.970
0.054
0.892

27.467; 58.091

t-test
t-value

P-value

24.655
1.295
21.883
33.072

<0.001
0.196
0.060
<0.001

1.521

0.130

€rperkoordinationstest fu
€r Kinder; MQ, motor quotient; BMI, body mass index; PA, physical activity.
SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval; KTK, Ko

a fairly amount of children had already left primary school or
moved to another school, while others were absent at school or
physically injured on the day of retesting or had no renewed consent. Compared to the subsample of participants who were followedup, they only showed a trend for higher BMI z-scores (adjusted for
age and gender) in addition to similar KTK MQ at baseline. Given
that the majority of children not taking part in follow-up assessments simply made the transition to secondary school, the finding of
their older age and concomitant higher absolute BMI can be easily
explained. So, despite the considerable loss of participants from
baseline to follow-up, a very comparable group of 754 children continued to participate in the study and was subjected to our further
statistical analyses.
Significant inverse associations within the subsample of followed-up
participants between BMI z-scores and KTK MQ at each point in
time (i.e., baseline and follow-up) as well as over the 2-year course
of this study add to the body of evidence from numerous crosssectional studies (11,16,17,21,22). However, to determine the causal
and/or bidirectional nature of this adverse relationship longitudinal
research is required (13,14,16,18,23). To our knowledge, only two
of such studies using the same nonsport specific test battery were
conducted in middle to late childhood (23,39). D’Hondt et al. (23)
found that children’s actual BMI is a significant predictor of future
KTK performance, explaining 37.6% of its variance (with N 5100,
from 6-10 to 8-12 years of age). The evolution in gross motor coordination level also appeared to be strongly related to their invariant
weight status (i.e., being normal-weight, overweight or obese at
baseline and continued throughout that study). Furthermore, Lopes
et al. (39) documented that the level of gross motor coordination
significantly predicts changes in subcutaneous adiposity, with a
smaller increase for children who had better KTK performance
(with N 5 285, from 6 to 10 years of age). Accordingly, it seems
that a child’s weight status negatively influences motor competence,
and vice versa.
The present longitudinal study is the first to examine this association
more in depth, taking into account changes over time as well as the
possible mediating role of baseline PA. This latter factor is more
than likely to impact upon motor (in)competence as well as the risk
to develop overweight or obesity over time (15,24-27). Our results
substantiate the point of reverse causality by demonstrating that

www.obesityjournal.org

among the followed-up participants higher baseline BMI z-scores
resulted in a decrease in KTK MQ’s, whereas at the same time
lower baseline KTK MQ’s resulted in an increase in BMI z-scores
over 2 years. The fact that the parameter estimates for the respective
c-coefficient were not very prominent is due to controlling each of
these linear mixed model analyses for the criterion variable at baseline and its change to follow-up in addition to age and gender. Furthermore, even stronger effects may be expected when only overweight and obese children would be included to the study sample
instead of conducting the research in a general pediatric population.
Within the present followed-up subsample, the nonrespondents also
appeared to be slightly heavier and less motor competent as compared to the respondents of the PA questionnaire. Since the total
amount of PA at baseline was not found to be related to both baseline KTK MQ and BMI z-score, this factor could not be considered
a mediator variable in the established reciprocal causal relationship
within limits of this particular study. Regardless thereof, it can be
assumed that children carrying a relatively larger amount of body
weight as compared to their peers experience more movement
related difficulties yielding a decline in gross motor skill performance (12,15). Based on our results, however, the reverse effect also
appears to be true with less motor competent children being more
likely to experience relatively greater weight gain (14,39). In summary, there is now evidence that during childhood overweight and
low motor competence go together affecting each other across
developmental time, while both elements may be caused by
unknown, unobserved or not objectively measured factors.
The strengths of this study include its longitudinal design, the presence of a relatively large (sub)sample from randomly selected Flemish primary schools and well-validated outcome measures. It is also
noteworthy to establish differences in the evolution of BMI z-score
dependent on initial KTK MQ, and vice versa, over a limited time
frame of only 2 years. However, some limitations should also be
mentioned. Given the amount of missing data and the subtle differences between subsamples (i.e., no longer observed and/or drop-out
vs. follow-up), some caution is warranted on the interpretation and
generalizability of our findings. Using the product-oriented and nonsport specific KTK, we only evaluated gross motor skill performance, which is more likely to be affected by excess body weight and
fatness. However, there are also some indications for movement difficulties among overweight and obese children in the area of fine
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motor and object control skill (11,13,17,40), that may as well be
associated with PA participation (29,31). The level of total PA at
baseline was not objectively measured (e.g., by accelerometry), but
only estimated based on self-reported data with only about 30% of
the participants correctly completing and returning the questionnaire.
Younger children might have poor recall and parent report of children’s PA at school might be confined. Moreover, PA survey data
were not collected at follow-up. These shortcomings may explain
the somewhat counterintuitive finding of PA not acting as a mediator variable between children’s BMI z-score and KTK MQ. Based
upon current literature (24-29,31), the intermediate role of PA with
respect the demonstrated reverse causality between both factors certainly warrants further investigation.
Allowing for limitations, however, the present 2-year longitudinal
study strongly suggests that children’s weight status negatively influences their future level of gross motor coordination, and vice versa.
The provisional finding that self-reported level of total PA at baseline did not mediate this reciprocal causal relationship across developmental time is probably due to particular study limitations. Therefore, it is recommended that future research attempts to reveal the
possible intermediate determinants in the interest of targeted interventions preventing the occurrence of such a negative spiral during
childhood. Anyhow, an early identification of children with a high
BMI (z-score) and/or low motor skill competence appears to be critical because of the risk for developing poor(er) motor coordination
and overweight or obesity, respectively. O
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